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Introduction
The burgeoning food system at UC Riverside has led to the formation of many student, faculty, staff, and community groups with specific expertise and resources. Through small projects led by the Global Food Initiative and others, these groups have come to formally collaborate and accomplish great things over the past year. As a result, the Student Food Coalition was formed to create a resilient network of student leaders that aim to unite their causes under a common thread of supporting food justice, access, quality, literacy, and engagement at UC Riverside.

Future Goals
In the coming year, the Student Food Coalition will continue to regularly bring student leaders together and reach out to campus and community groups for support, collaboration, and solidarity. The Coalition will aim to create online resources for food systems events on campus and in the community, as well as generate interest and enthusiasm for food issues amongst students. As a result, more interdisciplinary and well-attended events will strengthen the UC Riverside food network and make it an integral part of our growing campus and community.
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